
January: The Monday of MonThs

We’ve all said it: I’ll never drink again! And yet as surely as the 
sun sets, as December turns to January, as Mondays continue to 

exist, we end up back out at the week’s end to guzzle our paychecks 
and fuel late-night kebabs.

Here at Stanzas we have a secret list, a box containing all our worst 
offences. In it is a list of  items best left unconsumed: Chicken Hut 
Gravy, that dodgy looking Falafel, the second shot. 

Thankfully we don’t have to crack out the whole list, as you good 
people sent us your own work to make us giggle, make us cry, make 
us grab the extra fluffy throw and pull it up to our chins. Inside this 
month’s issue you’ll find stories of  alcohol and its crimes, poems of  
Saturday night and its frantic fancies. Because as surely as January is 
the Monday of  months, hangovers are only ever as bad as the night 
out was good. Its the universe’s way of  dishing out karma after you 
grabbed a korma at two in the morn. So relish it, you earned this one,
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to the comfy things
that keep the fear at bay

we cannot adult
no not today
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The Morning afTer

Aisling O’Connor & Emer Hayes
 

my cure lies in a greasy fry up
someone get me orange juice 
or kill me if  it’s quicker
I’m never drinking
again
I mean it this time
you had me at pint
and lost me at tequila
now I don’t know where I’m lying
I want to puke but there’s a tiger in the bathroom
that condom isn’t mine
and I didn’t have that tattoo before
who paid for the taxi?
I hope it wasn’t me
I’m five hours late for that 9 o’clock
my stomach is on the carpet
my liver at the end of  the bed
God knows where my brain is.
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C’Mon We all KnoW iT

Fiona Grimes

Thriving on the thud in
your mind the morning after.
The pitter-patter of  a night
filled with the murmur of  mojitos.
Living for the revival injection
of  a hot chicken roll you’ll never
stop craving.

Listening to stories you were present
but not in residence for.
Hearing adventures involving climbing bus stops.
Shuddering at the whispers of  tequila in the wind.
Questioning why you have the taxi man’s phone number 
written on your legs.

Rolling over and hiding yourself
from the reality 
that you will definitely be drinking again.
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The anniversary of an uninTeresTing evenT

Linda Louise Galvin

All that was heard was the turning of  pages
and the occasional swish of  the Tennessee river.
Coup de Grâce I begged. 
While the fire is still lit.
Crying out for one final hit.
As the shadows dance on my walls
and the piano notes hang
in the air
I slipped into the crevasse of  death
with purple light and bees.
And laughter from corners of  a grimaced face.
A motherless child, a daughterless mother
both reaching and clawing at the night.
No bright light.
Parricide, 
and the sepulcher awaits me
but it’s not by the sea, 
as I’d once hoped to be.
I never made it to the ocean.
I didn’t even make it to the sand.
All that was heard was the last flutter of  lashes,
and the occasional swash of  creatures from the Tennessee river.
But the real monsters had never left the room. 
With her left hand in her right
she held herself  gracefully
as that of  a swan in torrential rain 
how one can make a catastrophe look so civil.
Her lover flashed one last time behind those eyes.
Rinsed clean.
Tabula Rasa
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hangover

Josh Connolly

The throbbing pain inside of  me.
Pounding, kicking and screaming,
I contemplate where the cure could be
losing vision from the lights beaming.
The pulsating rush of  intoxication,
away from the troubles, a brief  vacation.

The spinning room and noisy world,
no remorse found inside this chamber.
The sick feeling, as if  I was twirled,
vigorously around in circles, I blame her.
Every hangover gets better with rest
but a broken heart stays a mess.

I lost my mind and I wish it well,
the anguish inside begins to swell
creating disgust, repudiating hell.
Utter despair as though a man had fell. 
I’m jealous of  the cure, 
and that I am without it anymore.
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BiTTer eggs

Kathryn Crowley
 
Will you walk on eggshells with the muttering masses
avoiding the truth of  it all?
Talking to dispel the ‘gutter’ classes 
as you snide, cruel from the fall.

Will you continue roaring judgements 
or evolve beyond social class?
Divide and rule enforced by government
is leading you right up the path.

Quietly simmering, heart hard as limestone
growing anger glints in your eyes
sunlight shimmers on the flowing Shannon 
but you can’t witness her skies.

Rain clouds hang over us, ducks run on water
clumsy and keen in pre-flight
they hatch into life; no tax or bother
to some we must be a funny sight.
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sinK

Kathryn Crowley

You’re a downer.

Nothing original; a poet with issues
hoarding tissues to soak up endless snot.
A swelling flood
of  bitter memories 
and sweet defeats.

Cider-fuelled angst
streaming drivel
a stench on the river bank
my nose can’t handle.

Swim in the grim.
Are you waving or drowning?
You think with your fists 
so I don’t care.

Your life is a hangover;
sink.
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graTeful hangover 
Jo Rice

Everyone experiences a different kind of  hangover.
Mine usually happens the day before and is the cause of  such 

outrageous consumption.
It’s in my blood you see; escapism.
My father is an alcoholic. A lot of  who I am is a by-product of  

his addiction,
and my part in it. 

He spent so much of  my childhood an absent father; absent in 
himself. 

But I learned well from him, 
from my five teachers.

Shame
Guilt
Fear
Anger
Pain

He carried them with him where ever he went. 
But on hangover days they were especially noticeable; even more 

so to a child.
Rising late, maybe twelve, our small footfalls downstairs having 

disturbed his restless sleep.
In those mornings he was older. He would shuffle from bed to 

couch, 
feet still brushing carpet as they moved. Always the couch in 

the kitchen come dinning area; it was closer to the fridge, 
where no neighbours would see. 

Shame slipped off  him like a wet shadow, clinging dark dewdrops 
to fibre and flesh as he brushed past. Guilt, 

like a boa constrictor, about his neck locked in his silence. 
Even the lilting pleas of  my baby brother drew out only low 

growls from behind cracked lips.
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By three he would have started the cure, 
for fear the pain would continue. 

He was afraid of  everything then. 
A glass too close to the end of  the table; 

child will knock it, cut themselves, 
panic, chaos etc. 

Same thing with closing doors; 
fingers get caught, 

broken finger, 
crying child, 

panic, chaos. 
I think I was twelve when I was allowed close my bedroom door. 

I think. 
Children should be seen and not heard was good advice. An ill-

timed laugh or overzealous conversation could unleash his anger at any 
moment. It was better to learn to dodge the iceberg of  anger he could 
be; seething below the surface. 

If  nothing else is true I know it all brought him pain.
Whatever momentary escape cost him more each time.

I have learned so much from you. It is only now I realise that my 
strengths were born of  your suffering first. 

I have known shame well for many years. So well in fact that at 
one stage it was more natural feeling to be ashamed of  myself  

than proud. 
Guilt I have wrestled with all my life. The beast has slept on my 

shoulders and I screamed with silence.
I have a lot of  fear. Again it seems natural to be afraid, to be wary. 

As a child my protector was afraid, so too was I. 
I have been angry with the world for a long time. I have been 

angry with god. I have been most angry with myself. I have 
been quick to anger and to react, costing me dearly.

Pain has been a companion of  mine.
But 

Shame taught me humility and acceptance. I am who I am; 
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not my father.
Guilt; the silence taught me to listen. 

I learned empathy and tolerance.
Fear taught me to be brave, to have courage 

and do what was needed. 
Anger taught me kindness and compassion.

Pain has taught me love.
Sometimes it really feels like I got the hangover, 

or maybe I was the hangover.
 I am the child of  a recovering alcoholic.

I am strong.
I am not my father, but I am always proud to be his daughter. 

Thank you.
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sMoKe & Mirrors (i) 
Shane Vaughan & Lucy Dawson
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sMoKe & Mirrors (ii)
Shane Vaughan & Lucy Dawson
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sMoKe & Mirrors (iii)
Shane Vaughan & Lucy Dawson
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hanging over The ToileT seaT

Grace Austin

Hanging Over the Toilet Seat, Not Regretting
I woke up to more questions,
again –
What is going on within me?
A strange flutter – a lack of  air mid hyperventilation.
A pain over comes my chest – sharp, piercing
and I don’t know why. 
Just blame it on the night before. 
No regrets. No shame. Just confusion.
I woke up again, and felt the same as last time –
Confusion, and physical pain. 
The flutter feels better this time –
It’s filling my empty vessel of  a body. 
I’m falling.
My body seizes –
Relieving my stomach of  the flutter –
Expelling the toxins from my chest. 
When it eventually stops – I do too. 
And I just hang my head over the rim,
wait until I feel normal again.
Days go by weeks even – I’m fine. 
Daily exchanges grow stronger –
And never stop. 
So I drink another drink, and another, 
and another until I can't feel what I didn’t want to.
I wake up one last time. 
This time, it’s better. 
I still have all those aches and pains –
Except this time I can tell the difference.
When I peel myself  off  the ground, I’m not scared. 
I’m not confused.
I’m not in pain.
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The flutter is nice. It’s hydrating.
The chest pain is euphoric – endorphin releasing. 
And I don't feel so hungover anymore –
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KniCKerBoCKer glory

Conor Gibbons

He woke with his head and eyes burning in the lancing sun. He 
had left the curtains open. His mouth felt ridged and duned like 

the Sahara and his limbs were contorted as if  dead. Unfortunately he 
was most definitely among the living. Unfurling his body, he grazed the 
blonde figure unconscious beside him. He tried groaning, but all he 
could manage was a tortured expulsion of  dry air. He didn’t know who 
she was but he wanted her gone. Memories came flitting back to him. A 
crazy New Years planned from the start, given that he was newly single 
and openly available. Podge with the drink, Jonno with the powder and 
to top it off  himself, Nick ‘Knickerbocker Glory’ with the pills. That’s 
what they called him, Knickerbocker Glory – sometimes Knickers for 
short. He earned the name in college after coming to a lecture with 
some random’s tights in his Canterbury tracksuit bottom pockets. He 
had worn the name proudly ever since, even Julie’s disapproving frown 
when it was mentioned wasn’t enough to dampen the sheer ballsy 
testosterone of  the deeds it alluded to. Julie was gone now, but the 
name stuck with him, and that was something.   

Manging to stand, he crept to the kitchen. Jonno was standing 
there clutching the side of  the fridge, stark naked. 

‘Jaysus John put The Beast away would ya?’ he scraped. Jonno 
was known for having a disgustingly large appendage known as ‘The 
Beast.’ Truly, it was horrific. He appeared to be too busy swaying on 
the spot and squinting in Nick’s direction to think about clothing. 

‘Nick?’ he gasped, eyes trying to focus – ‘Nick is that you? 
‘Of  course it’s me you fucking plank, you’re in my gaff.’
‘Oh God,’ said Jonno. ‘I think…Nick I think…’ 
‘What, Jonno?’ said Nick, as he painfully filled the kettle. 
There was a pause. ‘…I think I shagged a dude last night, man.’ 
The two men stood staring at one another. Nick, with his finger 

on the kettle button wearing a pair of  boxers, Jonno red eyed and 
apparently about to faint, wearing his birthday suit. They heard the 
guest bedroom door opening, and Jonno legit let a spurt of  piss out. 
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‘JONNO what the actual fu—’ 
‘It’s him Nick!’ shout-whispered Jonno.  
‘Who?’ 
‘The dude I shagged! Woke up balls naked arms and legs around 

this fucking fat hairy DUDE and I knew he was a dude cause I fucking 
checked.’ Jonno started to cry. ‘Am I gonna die?’ 

Nick flicked the kettle on. 
‘Jonno, you’re retarded.’ 
They waited as the shuffle from down the hall came closer and 

closer until a figure rounded the corner. 
‘Podge,’ Nick said calmly. 
‘Well lads,’ croaked Podge, the only one who had managed to put 

a pair of  pants on. 
‘Podge?’ whispered Jonno, scanning the general direction of  

Podge’s head frantically. 
Jesus, thought Nick, maybe he was blind. 
‘Podge did we…’ 
By now Podge had shuffled his way to the living room couch and 

collapsed on to it. 
‘Podge did we…shag last night?’ Podge opened one bleary eye. 
‘No, Jonno, but you did try to beat me off  this morning. Had to 

fucking push you off  me.’ 
Jonno turned from the other two and bent to the floor, giving the 

other lads an unfortunate view. 
‘Oh thank God!’ he sobbed. ‘Thank fucking Christ.’
Time seemed to slow after that as Nick stared at the kettle, waiting 

for it to boil. 
‘Lads have ye seen Trish?’ asked Podge. ‘I thought she came 

home with us last night.’ 
Jonno was still naked but at least had stopped crying. 
‘Did she? Why wasn’t she in with you so?’
Podge groaned.
‘We were fighting about something I can’t remember what.’
‘Think she went home mate,’ offered Nick, who had vague 

recollections of  a taxi being called. More memories came back from 
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the night before. ‘Jesus, Podge, d’you remember hitting that rugby 
player a slap last night after he pinched Trish’s arse?’ 

Podge accepted his weak cup of  tea. ‘Yes’ he said simply. ‘I’m a 
legend.’ 

Nick laughed. ‘I think it was one of  the fuckin famous ones and 
all – shit, which one?’

‘O’Connell?’ offered Jonno dazedly. 
‘No, Jonno…shut up and put some pants on would ya? It was a 

Leinster head…’ 
‘Hook?’ came from Jonno again. 
‘Jesus Christ Jonno shut up! I can’t remember now.’
‘Yeah,’ said Podge slowly. ‘Crazy night.’ He squinted at Nick. 

‘So…was it the cure you were looking for?’ 
Nick nodded gravely. ‘Ya man, just what I needed after Julie. 

Really did the job.’ And, thinking about it, he really did feel a bit better, 
despite the pain in his head his muscles felt relaxed, probably after a 
night of  shagging that blonde… He heard the squeak of  his bedroom 
door opening. Oh. Shit. He remembered where Trish was. He looked 
at Podge. Podge looked up and met Nick’s eyes. Behind them, Jonno 
farted.
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several sleeps lefT in The Box of sleep

John W. Sexton

In a dream she saw a heart, as large 
as a wardrobe, fall from the sky.
It turned and turned as it fell 
and began to tremble into soft pieces.

On waking she sat up in the bed 
and pushed aside a heavy fur blanket.
She had woken into another dream 
and the house she was in was not her own.

The fur blanket was a large loose cat 
with no bones. It purred through her body.
She heaved the cat aside and folded it neatly 
into a square heap. She was naked.

She was careful in her folding, 
so that the cat’s face was uppermost.
She lifted the folded cat 
and carried it into the next room.

A white velvet gown was draped 
over a chair, so she put it on.
She intended to leave the cat behind her, 
but as she left the room the cat unfolded itself.

The loose boneless cat ruffled itself  across the ground.  
Spread out it could cover a wardrobe.
She ran out across the fields towards the hills, 
but as she ran the breeze lifted her up.
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The ground spread out beneath her 
and she realised she was flying.
She could see her shadow now, 
passing over the ground far below her.

Her shadow’s wing-tips drummed upon the hills. 
From that moment she never woke again.
The loose boneless cat stirred from a dream. 
He found himself  spread across a bed. 

Beneath him was a young woman, sound asleep.  
The cat snuggled into her, purring.
The woman woke in that instant, 
from a dream of  a heart falling through the sky.
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The Muse had lefT, BuT The poeTs Missed her leaving

John W. Sexton

On the path of  gold her high-heels impaled 
dog turds of  every shade of  brown, their soft
hearts still liquid in their shit. The dogs coughed
from the lampposts they were chained to. She hailed
a taxi black as a coach-horse beetle,
and it sent her a cold curve of  puddle.
Drenched, she took a lone seat in the back, nailed
to it by her freezing arse. The driver
took her to the edge of  town. Now barefoot
she turned her back on the last golden street
and her feet in the wet grass shone silver. 
Behind her the city hummed in its noise,
the workings of  its innards never still;
but here she was beyond the city’s will,
free at last of  its never-ending lies.
In the dark, frogs began their fart–mouthed hymns;
this was a language untainted by thought.
She listened, blissful, while the white moon wrought
its equalising light upon her limbs.
Bright under moonlight, the river meadow
mimed a pure song of  both light and shadow.
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seleCTive Turn-on

Patricia Walsh

Do not be surprised if  I cast your gaze
aside, nor brush off  your hugs.
I am fine in solitude, rotting on the vine
not quenching your thirst on cue. 

I could laugh it off, naked shows of  affection,
archive meetings in with neat bows,
gift-wrapped for reference, cherished forever
the ultimate prize is ephemeral.

Measuring tablets for private consumption
this is your life, remember for evermore,
clutching at straws for sheer damnation
not counting the cost of  sweat.

Some things discovered in translation, at a loss
wired crosses go and define your mission
a razorless chin never drops the hint
that I do not want to be important any more.

Slave to the mobile, while we talk
convenient emergencies stall the inevitable.
Social disasters avoided in time
my lot in life  perishing for inattention.

If  you walk, you walk.  Threatened with the future
I stand on the shelf, surveying all idiocy
the sex life of  others perpetually meaning nothing
some things of   my life skirting by.
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gifT Box

Patricia Walsh

Guaranteed Irish escapades
cascade around ruins, keeping
time with the ancients.

Some people are islands.
Rebuffing pain under their noses,
escaping flaws with feeling.

Alcohol keeps everyone quiet.
Gently sipped to breaking point
and disenchanting finales.

More food and drink to come.
Forestalling intentions
while mountains are moved.

Crawling outside of  necessity,
pneumonic episodes sing past
warning of  local dangers.

Gifts exchanged and broken.
Err on the practical
side of  consumerism.

Away in a manger
the baby awaits
credit for his one occasion.
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opporTuniTies

Stanzas
The next Stanzas takes place in Hook & Ladder on Fri, 19th of  
February and is themed on ‘Still’. We have paired up local filmmakers 
with Stanzas poets to create Poetry-Films, so make sure to keep the 
date free. 

Due to the special nature of  the event we will not be opening for 
chapbook submissions, however to be in March’s chapbook, email us 
your poetry, prose and artwork themed on ‘The Locale’ to stanzas.
limerick@gmail.com 

Deadline February 12th

Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook Short Story Competition
Winner receive a cash prize of  £500, a place on an Arvon residential 
writing course of  your choice and publication on writersandartists.
co.uk. Stories must be under 2000 words and reflect the theme ‘Ageing’. 
Entrants can be from anywhere in the world and there is no entry fee. 

writersandartists.co.uk/competitions

Deadline February 15th

Mslexia Women’s Short Story Competition
Open to stories up to 2200 words in length and can be on any subject. 
The winner receives £2000 plus two optional extras: a week’s writing 
retreat at Ty Newydd Writers’ Centre and a day with a Virago editor. 
Women writers from all countries are eligible to enter. 

mslexia.co.uk/competition/short-story-competition/

Deadline March 14th
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